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 by  anjeeta nayar 

Honolulu Tavern 

"Local Bar"

Located in the heart of Waikiki, Honolulu Tavern is a perfect place to bond

with locals. This small bar with its warm and cozy ambiance welcomes one

and all. Try and hit the bulls-eye with the dart boards; with the friendly

crowd cheering you on, you will surely score. Throw caution to the wind -

don't be shy to sing out your favorite tune in a loud and clear voice. Tired

after having all that fun? Gorge on the lip-smacking pupus (Hawaiian

appetizers) or simply grab a burger. Add chilled beer to your order and

enjoy the evening.

 +1 808 922 5539  www.honolulutavern.com/  party@honolulutavern.com  417 Nohonani Street, Suite C,

Ground Floor, Hawaiian King

Condo Hotel, Honolulu HI

 by mysza831   

Arnold's Beach Bar & Grill 

"Chill Out!"

Your search for a cool hangout in Honolulu ends at Arnold's Beach Bar &

Grill. Open till 2a, this is a prime spot for chilling out. Housed in the

Polynesian Plaza, locals frequent Arnold's to enjoy the live entertainment.

The casual, dive bar-like ambiance of the place truly puts the patrons at

ease. Cool down with the coolest beer in the town or simply grab a bite of

the tasty sandwiches. It's a perfect place to do away with boredom and

jazz up your evening.

 +1 808 924 6887  339 Saratoga Road, Polynesian Plaza, Across the U.S. Post

Office, Honolulu HI

 by  Lottie Tagupa 

Smith's Union Bar 

"Scientists of a Different Kind"

Functioning since 1935, this urban watering hole has had patrons ranging

from sailors of war days to the chilled out vacationer of the 21st Century.

The classic pub ambiance of this place is worth experiencing. Apart from

that, the cold beer that retains its ancient rates and the $1 karaoke

machine add to the list of reasons why one would want to visit this

popular local dive.

 +1 808 538 9145  19 North Hotel Street, Honolulu HI

Hanks Cafe 

"Popular Dive Bar"

Located in Chinatown, Hanks is a popular chilled-out dive bar. A cozy,

warm ambiance teams up with friendly service to welcome tourists and

locals with open arms. The paintings of royalty and islands adorn the wall,

giving it a classy look. If you want to explore music, then this is the place

to be. On most evenings you can enjoy a musical melange with the in-

house bands. As the night passes, you will end up with more buddies to

share a glass or two with you.
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 +1 808 526 1410  www.hankscafehonolulu.com/  1038 Nuuanu Avenue, Honolulu HI
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